The Future of Chemical Engineering

Speaker: Dr. Cheryl I. Teich, President of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, and Reaction Engineering Expertise Leader in Dow Chemical’s Engineering Solutions Technology Center.

Annual Meeting - At the Section's Annual Meetings, we have a global leader examine the the past or future of chemical engineering and offer views of what we can expect of the field or how a chemical engineer can lead in other areas affecting the wider world.

Bio: Our local section’s Annual Meeting (Sept. 2015) speaker is Dr. Cheryl I. Teich, President of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, and Reaction Engineering Expertise Leader in Dow Chemical’s Engineering Solutions Technology Center. Cheryl Teich is proud to be serving as the 2015 AIChe President.

Cheryl is the Reaction Engineering Expertise Leader in Dow Chemical’s Engineering Solutions Technology Center. She joined Dow during its 2009 Rohm and Haas acquisition, and recently marked her 30th anniversary with the combined company. Cheryl holds BS (MIT), MS (MIT), and PhD (Stevens Institute of Technology) degrees in chemical engineering. She has spent her career negotiating the interfaces between R&D, manufacturing, and business functions. She considers herself an “expert generalist” in process development, reaction engineering and problem solving.

When: Tuesday, Sept. 29th, 5:30 – 7:30 pm
(5:30-6:30 pm: Registration, Networking & Buffet Dinner; 6:30-7:30 pm: Program)
Where: Ukrainian East Village Restaurant, 140 Second Ave. (near 9th Street)
Costs: for Networking, Buffet, and Program.
• Members of AIChE, Metro NY Section: $35; • Non-Members: $45; • Students (Undergraduates): Free for first 40 undergrads, who register by 9/11; $10 afterwards. You must register; • Graduate Students: $15.
Please reserve early, as space is limited. Reserve Now. Undergraduate Student RSVP.
Registration: ALL attendees MUST pre-register by Thursday, September 24th, 5 pm ET. Due to room size, the number of attendees may be limited, so a first come, first serve policy will be in effect.
Questions: Contact David Deutsch at info@aiche-metrony.org or call (917) 684-1659.